IMPORTANT SAFETY
INSTRUCTIONS
PROFESSIONAL

When using electrical appliances,
especially when children are present,
basic safety precautions should
always be followed, including the
following:

BEARD & GOATEE
GROOMER

Use and
Care Guide

READ ALL
INSTRUCTIONS
BEFORE USING.
KEEP AWAY FROM
WATER.

DANGER

As with most electrical appliances,
electrical parts are electrically live
even when switch is off.
To reduce the risk of death by
electric shock:
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		Do not reach for a trimmer that has
fallen into water. Unplug immediately.
		Do not use while bathing or in a
shower.
		Do not place or store trimmer where
it can fall or be pulled into a tub or
sink. Do not place in or drop into
water or other liquid.
		Except when charging, always
unplug this trimmer from the electrical outlet immediately after using.
		Unplug this trimmer before cleaning.

warning

		Do not operate this appliance with
a damaged or broken comb or
cutter, or with teeth missing from
the blades as injury may occur.
		Never drop or insert any object
into any opening.
		Do not use the trimmer if the skin
is infected or broken.

		Do not use outdoors or where
aerosol (spray) products are being
used, or where oxygen is being
administered.
		Do not leave the trimmer in direct
sunlight or in a very warm place.
		For household use only.

Product Features
The Remington® Professional Beard
& Goatee Groomer provides a quick
and easy way to maintain a wellgroomed look for your facial hair. Short
hair styles and trimming detail can also
be created. To help you define headturning styles and to extend the life of
your Mustache and Beard Trimmer,
please read all instructions before
using.

To reduce the risk of burns, fire,
electric shock or injury to persons:
 Close supervision is necessary
when this appliance is used on or
near children or persons with certain disabilities
 Do not use on people who are
asleep.
		Use this appliance only for its
intended use as described in this
manual. Do not use attachments
not recommended by
manufacturer.
		Always ensure the trimmer is
switched off when cleaning or
when using in water.
		Do not submerge in water. Clean
under running water only.
		Always store in a moisture-free
environment.
		Keep the charging stand cord
away from heated surfaces.
		Never operate this appliance if the
charging base has a damaged
cord or plug, if it is not working
correctly, if it has been dropped
or damaged, or dropped into
water. If the supply cord or plug
of this appliance is damaged the
adapter must be replaced.

Product Features
A. On/Off Switch
B. 38mm T Trimmer Blade
C. Charge Indicator Light
D. Charging Stand
E. 20mm Detail Trimmer Blade
F. 2 Reversible Attachment Combs
for the 38mm Trimmer Blade
(1.5mm/3mm comb and
6mm/9mm comb)
G. Cleaning brush, and Mustache &
Beard Comb

KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN

Save these Instructions
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Operating Your Trimmer
Charging Your Trimmer

Before using this trimmer for the first
time, charge it for 14-16 hours.
■ Place your trimmer into the charging
stand and then plug the charger 		
adapter unit into a power outlet. 		
Switch the power on and the red light
will glow to indicate that it is charging.
■ The batteries cannot be overcharged,
but we recommend that charging be
discontinued if the trimmer will not be
used for a long period of time.
■ The trimmer will be fully charged in
14 hours.
■ If the trimmer has not been used for
a month or longer, it is advisable to 		
recharge it for 14-16 hours.
■ To preserve the life of the batteries,
discharge them by running the
trimmer until the blades move slowly.
Switch off and recharge for 14-16 		
hours. Do this every six months.

Before Using Your Trimmer

Professional Beard & Goatee Groomer
is washable for easier cleaning. Therefore
to maintain the performance of the cutters, oil before each use and after rinsing.
Turn the trimmer on to distribute the oil
evenly. Prior to trimming hair, wipe off
any excess oil. Be sure that the trimmer
is turned off when applying the oil.

How to Use
Attachment Combs

These attachment combs are for use with
the 38mm trimmer blade only. To attach,
gently slide the comb over the trimmer
blade. An arrow on the side of the comb
indicates the length which the hair will
be cut.
Here's what the length settings mean in
inches:
Comb attachment

Hair length

1.5mm

1/16 inch

3mm

1/8 inch

6mm

1/4 inch

9mm

3/8 inch

Each comb attachment is marked
accordingly on its middle surface.
When first using, you may want to begin
with the longest attachment comb to
avoid trimming hair too short. Cut the hair
gradually using short strokes only to work
gradually over the entire head. Always
take off a little hair at a time, you can
always trim off additional hair later. As
you work, comb the hair frequently back
into the style that you are cutting.

Best Technique

Here are a few tips for trimming the
various parts of your face, head and
body (For guide only).

To Thin & Taper The Beard &
Mustache

■ Before you begin, comb your hair in 		
the direction in which it grows so that
the hairs are at their maximum height
and facing the same direction.
■ Attach an attachment comb to the 		
38mm Trimmer Blade.
■ Place the flat top of the trimmer comb
against the skin.
■ Slowly slide the trimmer through the
hair. Repeat from different directions
as necessary.
■ If hair builds up in the trimmer comb
during the trimming process, switch
the unit off, pull off the comb and 		
brush/rinse off.

To Define The Beard &
Mustache Line

■ Hold trimmer with 20mm Trimmer 		
Blade facing you.
■ Start with edge of beard/moustache
line and gently lower the Trimmer 		
Blade onto your skin. Use motions 		
towards edge of beard/moustache
line to trim to desired locations in 		
facial area and away from beard in 		
neck area.

Cleaning & Safety
To Cut Short Hair Styles

■ Hairs should be dry and without any
waxes or lotions before using trimmer.
■ Comb your hair in the direction in 		
which it grows so that the hairs are at
their maximum height and facing the
same direction.
■ Place the flat top of the trimmer comb
against the skin.
■ Slowly slide the trimmer through the
hair. Repeat from different directions
as necessary.
■ If hair builds up in the trimmer comb
during the trimming process, switch
the unit off, pull off the comb and 		
brush/rinse off.

To Draw Trim Lines Into Head
Hair
■ Attach the 38mm Trimmer Blade.
■ With blade facing the area where you
would like to start your trim line, gently
lower onto head.
■ Move the trimmer gently along your 		
head to create the style you require.

! For more precise designs, attach the
20mm trimmer blade.

Trimming Edge Of Sideburns

■ Using the 20mm trimmer blade hold
the trimmer with blade facing you.
■ Start with edge of sideburn, and with
the cutting blades resting lightly 		
against your skin, use motions 		
towards edge of side burn line to trim
to desired locations in facial area.

Trimming The Nape Of Your
Neck

■ You will need a hand mirror for this
operation if performing it alone - or
get your partner to help!
■ Before you begin, attach the 38mm
T-Trimmer Blade.
■ Use your fingers to lift the hair at the
base of your head up off the neck. 		
Your index finger should be covering
the roots of the hairs you are lifting to
prevent accidental removal by trimmer.
■ Using your other hand, hold the
trimmer to the base of your neck with
the cutting unit facing up, and move
the trimmer up the length of the neck
until the unit touches your finger
covering the hair roots at the base of
your head. Be sure to move the unit 		
slowly when performing this operation
and to keep the hair roots at the base
of your head out of the way of the 		
trimmer.

Care For Trimmer

Your Professional Beard & Goatee
Groomer is designed to give you years
of comfortable use. To ensure that you
get optimal performance from your trimmer, follow these maintenance tips:
After each use

■ To clean unit wipe with a damp cloth
and dry immediately.
Every six months

■ At regular intervals the Blade Set 		
should be removed and cleaned. To
remove the Blade set, remove the 		
two screws holding the large blade to
the trimmer body. The Blade Set will
separate from the body and can be
cleaned as necessary. Replace the 		
Blade Set and place a few drops of
trimmer or sewing machine oil onto
the blades.

Cleaning Cautions

■ Use only trimmer or sewing machine
oil as other oils will dry out and 		
become sticky, resulting in poor
blade action. Do not use too much
oil as it may spray.
■ Do not use liquid cleaners on the
cutters or harsh or corrosive
chemicals on the trimmer casing.
Protecting The Environment
The Trimmer contains Nickel-Cadmium
batteries and should not be disposed of
in household waste at the end of its
useful life.

Caution: Do not put in fire or mutilate
your battery packs as they may burst
or release toxic materials. Do not short
circuit as this may cause burns.
Disposal can take place at an appropriate
collection site.

The EPA-certified
RBRC® Battery
Recycling Seal on the
nickel-cadmium
(Ni-Cd) battery indicates
Spectrum Brands, Inc. is
voluntarily participating in an industry
program to collect and recycle these
batteries at the end
of their useful life, when taken out
of service in the United States or
Canada. The RBRC® program
provides a convenient alternative to
placing used Ni-Cd batteries into the
trash or the municipal waste stream,
which may be illegal in your area.
Please call 800-8-BATTERYSM for
information on Ni-Cd battery recycling
and disposal bans/restrictions in your
area. Spectrum Brands, Inc. involvement in this program is part of our
commitment to preserving our
environment and conserving our
natural resources.

Performance Guarantee
Limited Two-Year Warranty

Spectrum Brands, Inc. is a global
consumer products company with a
diverse portfolio of world-class brands,
including Remington-branded electric
shavers. Spectrum Brands, Inc. warrants
this product against any defects that are
due to faulty material or workmanship
for a two-year period from the original
date of consumer purchase. This
warranty does not include damage to
the product resulting from accident or
misuse.
If the product should become defective
within the warranty period, we will
replace it free of charge. Return your
product and sales receipt with your
name, address and day time phone
number to: Remington Returns Center,
507 Stokely Dr., P.O. Box 1, Deforest, WI
53532. For more information call 800736-4648 in the us or 800-268-0425 in
Canada.
Exclusions
The trimmer blades are consumable parts
and are excluded from this guarantee, as
are defects that result from misuse or
abuse of your trimmer.
KEEP ORIGINAL SALES RECEIPT AS
PROOF OF PURCHASE FOR WARRANTY
PURPOSES.
This warranty does not cover products
damaged by the following:
■ Accident, misuse, abuse or alteration
of the product
■ Servicing by unauthorized persons
■ Use with unauthorized accessories
■ Connecting it to incorrect current
and voltage

■ Wrapping cord around appliance
causing premature wear & breakage
■ Any other conditions beyond our
control
No responsibility, obligation, or liability
is assumed for the installation or
maintenance of this product.
Spectrum Brands, Inc. SHALL NOT
BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS
PRODUCT. ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF FITNESS
AND MERCHANTABILITY, ARE LIMITED
IN DURATION TO TWO YEARS FROM DATE
OF ORIGINAL PURCHASE.
This warranty gives you specific legal
rights and you may also have other rights
which vary from state to state or province
to province. Some states do
not allow the exclusion or limitation
of incidental, special or consequential
damages.

Spectrum Brands, Inc.
Money-back Offer

If within 30 days after you have
purchased your Remington® branded
product, you are not satisfied and would
like a refund, return it with the sales slip
indicating purchase price and date of
purchase to the retailer from whom it
was purchased. Spectrum Brands, Inc.
will reimburse all retailers who accept
the product within 30 days from the date
of purchase. If you have any questions
concerning the money-back guarantee,
please call 800-736-4648 in the us or
800-268-0425 in Canada.
120 VAC 60 Hz
Questions or comments:
Call 800-736-4648 in the US
or 800-268-0425 in Canada.
or visit www.RemingtonProducts.com
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